Colorado
Centennial State - 38th - August 1, 1876

ACROSS
3 postal abbreviation
4 major lake
11 state flower (3 words)
12 another way to write thirty-eighth (hint: 2 numbers and 2 letters)
13 the capital of Colorado and its most populated city

DOWN
1 geometric shape of Colorado
2 second most populated city in Colorado (2 words)
3 state tree (3 words)
5 a large mountain range that runs in a north to south direction through the state (2 words)
6 the highest peak in Colorado and in the Rocky Mountains (2 words)
7 state motto: "Nothing without ________"
8 state bird (2 words)
9 major river
10 Colorado shares borders with Utah, Wyoming, Nebraska, __________, Oklahoma, New Mexico, and Arizona
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